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3a THE WATER WHEEL PIT
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THE COALBROOKDALE TRAIL - Close up on No.3
3b THE GRINDING WHEEL

An eighteenth century pit for a large water wheel which
once supplied power for grinding wheels to clean up
castings. The wheel was last used in the 1920s.
! The pit was originally totally enclosed by a building.

Grinding wheels like this were used to fettle castings from the foundry.
This involved grinding off the rough edges.
! The wheels were sprayed with water to keep the dust down.

Take a look at the cast iron bars low down at the
back of the pit. These were the first type of iron
rails for waggon ways made and used by the
Coalbrookdale Company from the 1760s.
They were pegged onto wooden rails to
protect them from wear.

3c

Look at the strange cast iron object on the right. It is a boiler
that once helped heat the building. A pan of water was kept on
top of it into which the ‘Grinders’ could put their cold fingers
to help get the feeling back into them.

3d

Take a look at the fire grates high up on the dam
wall. They show the different floor levels of
workshops built over and around the furnace
in later years.

Take a look at the hole high up on the
wall to your right. It originally carried a cast iron
pipe that took water to the big wheel you have just
seen. The pipe was called a penstock.

3f

3a

This is the face of the dam that holds back
the Upper Furnace Pool. The actual dam is built up
from earth, rubble and timber.
! It has burst twice in its history. The last time
was in 1801. Today it is carefully monitored.

The water roaring down this culvert comes from the
pool behind the dam to your right. It shows
the power that was available in Coalbrookdale
to drive machinery.
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3e THE CHARGING RAMP
Originally much higher, this was where
limestone, coke and iron ore were
prepared in measured quantities for
loading the Blast Furnace.
Inside you can climb up steps
to look down into the mouth
of the Furnace.

3f THE SNAPPER FURNACE
Built 1794 - 1801. It is a small blast furnace
used to supplement output in times
of high demand.
! Snapper Furnaces were common among
Shropshire ironworks in the late eighteenth
century, but are not known outside the area.
They could produce 10 -15 tons of iron
in a week.

3g THE OLD FURNACE

This is where, in 1709, Abraham Darby first smelted
iron using coke instead of charcoal.
! It is known as the ‘Old Furnace’ as it was
already over 50 years old when it was
taken over by Abraham Darby I.

Take a look at the dates on the cast iron lintels
above the hearth. There is debate as to whether
the date the furnace was built was 1638 or 1658.

